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LETTER DATED 25 APRIL 1980 FROM THE PERMANENT REPRESIZNTATIVE OF 
TI-IE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA TO THE UNITED NATIONS ADIXESSED TO 

THE PRESIDENT OF THE SECURITY COUNCIL 

Pursuant to Article 51 of the Charter of the United Nations, I am submitting 
for your information and that of the members of the Security Council the enclosed 
statement made early this morning by President Carter concerning the termination 
of a mission of 24 April 1980 aimed at the rescue of the American hostages 
unlawfully held by Iran since the forcible seizure of the United States Embassy 
in Teheran on 4 November 1979. That mission was carried out by the United States 
in exercise of its inherent right of self-defence, with the aim of extricating 
American nationals who have been and remain the victims of the Iranian armed attack 
on our Embassy. 

(Signed) Donald F. MCHENRY 

80-10228 / . . . 
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Enclosure - 

The White House 
j:tatement by the President 

on 
hostage rescue attempt __-- 

25 April 1900 

Late yesterday, I cance:tled a carefully planned operation which was under way 
in Iran to position our rescue team for later withdrawal of American hostages who 
have been held captive there since 4 November. 

Equipment failure in the rescue helicopters made it necessary to end the 
mission. As our team was withdrawing, after my order to do so, two of our 
American aircraft collided on the ground, following a refuelling operation in a 
remote desert location in Iran. Other information about this rescue mission will 
be made available to the American people when it is appropriate to do so. 

There was no fighting:; there was no combat. But to my deep regret, eight of 
the crewmen of the two aircraft which collided were killed, and several other 
Americans were hurt in the accident. 

Our people were immediately airlifted from Iran. Those who were injured have 
gotten medical treatment and all of them are expected to recover. 

No knowledge of this operation by any Iranian officials or authorities was 
evident to us until several 'hours after all Americans were withdrawn from Iran. 

Our rescue team knew, and I knew, that the operation was certain to be 
difficult and it w&s certain to be dangerous. We were all convinced that if and 
when the rescue operation had been commenced that it had an excellent chance of 
success. They were all volunteers; they were all highly trained. I met with their 
leaders before they went on this operation. They knew then what hopes of mine 
and of all Americans they carried with them. 

To the families of those who died and who were wounded, I want to express 
the admiration I feel for the courage of their loved ones and the sorrow that I 
feel personally for their sacrifice. 

The mission on which they were embarked was a humanitarian mission. It was 
not directed against Iran; it was not directed against the people of Iran. It 
was not undertaken with any feeling of hostility towards Iran or its people. It 
has caused no Iranian casualties. 

Planning for this rescue effort began shortly after our embassy was seized. 
But, for a number of reasons, I waited until now to put those rescue plans into 
effect. To be feasible, this complex operation had to be the product of intensive 
planning and intensive training and repeated rehearsal. 

/ . . . 
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HOWeVer, a resOlUtion of this crisis through negotiations and with voluntary 
action on the part of the Iranian officials was obviously then, has been and will 
be preferable. 

This rescue attempt had to await my judgement that the Iranian authorities 
could not or would not resolve this crisis on their own initiative. With the 
steady unrawlling of cuthority in Iran and the mountin,; dangers that were posed 
,t;o the safety of the hostages themselves and the growing reallzation that their 
early release was highly unlikely, I made a decision to commence the rescue 
operation plans. 

This attempt became a necessity and a duty. The readiness of our team to 
undertake the rescue made it completely practicable. Accordingly? I made the 
decision to set our long-developed plans into operation. I ordered this rescue 
mission prepared in order to safeguard American lives, to protect Americass 
national interest and to reduce the tensions in the world that have been caused 
among many nations as this crisis has continued~. It was my decision to attempt 
the rescue operation. It was my decision to cancel it when problems developed 
in the placement of our rescue team for a future rescue operation. The 
responsibility is fully my own. 

In the aftermath of the attempt, we continue to hold the Government of Iran 
responsible for the safety and for the early release of the American hostages whc 
have been held so long. 

The United States remains determined to bring about their safe release at 
the earliest date possible. As President; I know that our entire nation feels the 
deep gratitude I feel for the brave men who were prepared to rescue their fellow- 
Americans from captivity. And, as President, I also know that the nation shares 
not only my disappointment that the rescue effort could not be mounted because of 
mechanical difficulties but also my determination to persevere and to bring all 
of our hostages home to freedom. 

We have been disappointed before. We will not give up in our efforts. 
Throughout this extraordinarily difficult period, we have pursued and will continue 
to pursue every possible avenue to secure the release of the hostages. In these 
efforts, the support of the American people and of our friends throughout the 
world has been a most crucial element. That support of other nations is even more 
important now. We will seek to continue, along with other nations and with the 
officials of Iran, a prompt resolution of the crisis without any loss of life and 
through peaceful and diplomatic means. 


